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ACROSS
1. Biblical character known for his ass
7. Sofa blemish
11. Inquire
14. Indifference
15. Not apart from
16. "That's more than I wanted to know," briefly
17. Illegally acquired humanist essays, telescopes, naked statues, madrigals, etc.?
20. Paradise
21. Melody
22. As of
23. Sword with a French name
25. Symmetrical facial expanses
26. Marksmanship competition involving unwashed clothes?
31. Dawn to dusk
32. What Jane Eyre's employer keeps in his attic
36. Male offspring
37. Damage
38. Lincoln, familiarly
39. Hat, helmet, and hood
43. Certain furs
46. Battery-operated eccentric old men?
48. Attach by means of pressing together interlocking discs
51. Cookie embossed with crosses and triangles
52. Chocolate source
53. "Go away, fly!"
55. Baby foxes
59. Hard to find wet-weather accessory for somebody with three feet?
62. Primary color
63. Improve the wording of
64. Woman's name that includes the common term for an adult male
65. Word of assent
66. Goes bad

67. Accesses a website

DOWN
1. Naked
2. Imitated mockingly
3. Country road
4. Over with
5. Tuna type
6. Enigma
7. Graceful bird
8. Coniferous tree
9. Available without an Rx
10. "___ must go on!"
11. Make amends
12. Painter's garb
13. Flying toys
18. Chop ___
19. Deceive with words
24. Smartphone predecessor, abbr.
25. Fish fry fish
26. Whip
27. Soothing plant
28. Arm bone
29. Intelligent
30. Laugh syllable
33. Opposite of "bueno"
34. Help commit a crime
35. Suffix that changes an adjective to a general noun
37. Nickname for a Scotsman
40. Transit terminus
41. Bad winner
42. Poet's twilight
43. Sisterly
44. Highest card in many games
45. Student's accessory
47. Plant base
48. Frightening
49. Like some checking accounts
50. Dangerous liquids
53. Little tantrum
54. Abbr. used in many suburban names
56. Charged particles
57. Kind of list
58. Ollie's partner
60. Altar words
61. Texter's qualifier
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